Introduction
Conventional treatment planning for Intensity Modulated Radiotherapy (IMRT) and Volumetric Modulated Arc Therapy (VMAT) require many manual processes, with treatment planners iteratively adjusting optimisation goals within a treatment planning system to develop clinically acceptable treatment plans. This process is not only time-consuming, but treatment plan quality is inherently dependent on the individual skill of the planner [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The importance of high-quality treatment planning on clinical outcomes has been demonstrated during clinical trials [6] [7] [8] .
Both automated treatment planning methods and knowledge-based optimisation engines are now available within most commercial treatment planning systems [9] [10] [11] , and have demonstrated improvements in planning efficiency and plan quality compared to current practice [12, 13] . Multiple institutions have investigated the efficacy of automated treatment planning for head and neck [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , oesophageal [20] , and prostate cancers [21] [22] [23] [24] , and found the automatically generated plan to be noninferior and often superior to manual planning quality, while significantly reducing treatment planning times. Additionally, previously complex and time-consuming stereotactic treatments for liver cancer have had automatic treatment plans developed [25] , while quantitative tools have been constructed to automatically identify poorer quality treatment plans [26, 27] .
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Previous automated treatment planning studies have been conducted either within a single institution, or during clinical trials using a single protocol across multiple centres [28, 29] . As most radiotherapy patients are not treated within a clinical trial, they are planned according to a wide variety of local protocols and practices developed at different centres. Consequently, comparisons in treatment plan quality between developed automated techniques difficult, with no common baseline for plan comparison between centres.
This study investigated whether locally developed automatic treatment planning configurations for prostate radiotherapy could be adapted to meet distributed protocols shared amongst multiple centres. It provides an explicit example of how protocol sharing between centres could proceed, allowing smaller clinics to benefit from the work of larger centres during future clinical trials.
Materials and methods

AP Configuration development
The three participating centres (two European, one Australian, denominated A, B, and C) had previously developed automated treatment planning techniques utilising the AutoPlanning (AP) module within Pinnacle 3 ® treatment planning system (Philips Radiation Oncology, Madison, WI). All centres distributed local protocol details on prescription, contouring and dose constraints for prostate radiotherapy (Tables 1, A.1). Evaluation criteria were specified by the host-centre as either low, medium, high, or constraint priority. Additionally, three patient datasets (one easy, one medium, and one difficult to plan) were provided by each centre as training datasets. All distributed datasets contained target volumes and organs-at-risk previously contoured by each centre. Each centre modified their locally developed clinical AP configurations using the training datasets to meet other centre's distributed protocols. Only dose objectives and AP optimisation parameters were to be adjusted during configuration development (i.e. beam configuration, energy, etc. were to remain as used clinically, see Tables A.2 (a-c)). It should be noted that all centres' AP configurations incorporated similar VMAT treatment techniques, although the number of arcs utilised (single or dual) varied.
Consequently, each centre generated three distinct VMAT AP configurations to meet the dose objectives for each of the three protocols. Naming convention is shown in Fig. 1 , with the protocol name corresponding to the origin of the patients and planning objectives.
Conversely, the naming of the AP configuration corresponds to the centre the AP technique was developed.
Treatment planning
An additional ten prostate patient datasets with target volume and organ-at-risk contours were distributed by each centre as validation datasets, with each patient previously planned using the host-centre's local AP configuration. Treatment planning system setups and patient selection criteria are found in Tables A.3 and A.4 respectively. Centres applied modified AP configurations to the corresponding centre's validation datasets, resulting in three AP plans each for the thirty patients. Post-optimisation following AP was allowed, based on each centre's standard clinical practice. All treatment plans were exported as DICOM RT files and uploaded to a single host for analysis.
AP configuration evaluation and statistics
Quantitative analyses between AP configurations were performed by dose-volume histogram (DVH) analysis, and total protocol deviations. Population median DVH for planning target volumes (PTVs) and OARs across all ten patients per centre were generated, utilising previously developed software [16, 20] . Conformity and homogeneity indices (CI = V 95% /V PTV , HI = (D 2% -D 98% )/D Prescription ) were calculated for all patient treatment plans. Two-sided Wilcoxon matched-pair sign rank probability curves, previously described by Bertelsen et al. [30] , were used to illustrate differences between AP configuration DVH distributions. It should be noted that while individual p-values are not a solid statistical test of differences at a given dose level, given these parameters are highly correlated, they can be used to visualize where differences between the population median DVHs exist.
Results
All centres successfully developed AP configurations that met each centre's protocols utilising the validation datasets (Table A. 2(a-c), supplementary material). Mean and standard deviations of target volume (Table 2) , as well as constraint, high priority (Table 2) , and medium and low priority OAR evaluations (Table A.5, supplementary material) were recorded across all AP configurations.
Table 1
Target and high/constraint priority OAR prescriptions and evaluations. Complete lists of evaluation criteria can be found within 
Protocol A
AP Configurations B and C for protocol A patients recorded superior dose coverage across PTV1 and PTV2, shown by an elevated shoulder region within the DVH curve (Fig. 2) . The PTV coverage was compensated by superior rectal wall and anal sphincter sparing by the host AP configuration ( Table 2) . A large difference between AP Configurations A and C is evident in the rectum DVH curves between 10 and 60 Gy ( 
Protocol B
AP Configurations A and C for protocol B recorded statistically significant improvements in comparison to the original treatment plans for rectum V 70Gy (8.5%, 8.1% vs. 11.0%) and V 75Gy (3.6%, 3.5% vs. 7.6%). Conversely, rectum V 40Gy and V 50Gy were superior for the host AP configuration (Fig. 3) . Dose coverage across PTV1 and CTV1 were superior for the host configuration treatment plans, however differences were generally not statistically significant. AP Configurations A and C produced superior femoral head coverage, although AP Configuration A produced inferior bladder V 50Gy and V 60Gy (Table A. = 67.9 Gy), although produced hotter PTVimrt (D 0% = 106.09%, 105.51% respectively). High rectal dose sparing was superior for the host configuration compared to modified AP Configuration B (V 70Gy = 7.19%, 9.5% respectively), but poorer V 50Gy (Table  A. 5, Fig. 3 ). Femoral Head maximum doses were significantly higher for the modified AP Configurations A and B (Table A. 5, Figs. A.1, A. 2), although no significant differences between AP configurations was observed for Bladder V 50Gy , V 60Gy , or V 70Gy .
Protocol A and C patients planned with AP Configuration A displayed significantly increased conformity compared to AP Configurations B and C, although for Protocol A this was at the cost of reduced homogeneity (Table 2 ). Homogeneity and conformity for AP Configurations B and C were consistent across protocols A and C.
Protocol B patients displayed the least conformal plans across all AP configurations, with the significant improvements in the modified AP Configuration C plans resulting in reduced homogeneity.
Total constraint/high priority deviations recorded by AP Configurations A, B, and C were 2, 18, and 0 respectively (Table 3 ). All constraint and high priority deviations occurred for Protocol B patients. Additionally, AP Configurations B and C recorded no deviations for Protocol A patients, compared to 5 medium priority deviations recorded by the host centre. AP Configuration A recorded a significantly larger number of medium priority deviations (35, 15, and 17 respectively), while low priority deviation numbers were consistent between all AP configurations. Specific deviations are given in Table A .6 (supplementary material).
Discussion
With only a three-patient training dataset utilised in this study, each centre was successfully able to modify clinical AP configurations to meet distributed prostate radiotherapy protocols. By ensuring the training datasets contained a spread with regards to planning difficulty, the modified AP configurations were able to account for the expected anatomical variety that was encountered in the validation datasets. The ability for developed AP configurations to be modified using a small training dataset has major potential advantages in improving quality assurance during clinical trials, where poor quality manual treatment planning quality can significantly impact clinical trial efficacy [3, 6] . While this improvement is inherently dependent on centres possessing the same treatment planning system, it still represents an improvement in reducing treatment plan variation in these trials.
Across all patients, only a single constraint and high priority deviation were recorded by the modified AP configurations (Table 3) . Both deviations occurred for a single patient from centre B, with this patient exhibiting a large overlap (12.5%) between PTV and rectum. As the original clinically accepted treatment plan for this patient also recorded identical protocol deviations, all treatment plans developed from modified AP configurations were considered clinically acceptable.
Treatment plans developed by AP Configuration B delivered higher doses to PTV than those developed by AP Configurations A and C for Protocol C (Table 2 , Fig. 2 ). This contributed in hotter doses being delivered to the rectum (Fig. 3) , although differences were often marginal and not significant. Significant differences were seen between AP configurations for intermediate rectum doses, with host-centre treatment plans delivering reduced dose at these volumes for all protocols, except for Protocol C, where AP Configuration B produced lower doses. This is reflective of the different emphasis centres placed on meeting constraint and high priority deviations, with less importance placed on moderate and low priority deviations. Similarly, Figs. A.1 and A.2 show significantly reduced dose to the femoral heads across all protocols by AP Configuration C. Table A .2 shows that AP Configuration C was the [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] only AP configuration that included the femoral heads as objectives. Multiple constraint and high priority deviations were recorded for protocol B by the host AP configuration. Further inspection revealed a discrepancy between the protocol requirements submitted by centre B for the study, and what was utilised clinically. ln particular, rectum V 65Gy , V 70Gy , and V 75Gy were assigned higher priorities for this study than applied clinically. To account for this, the host AP configuration for protocol B was modified for further analysis to bring it in line with the distributed protocol. The modified AP configuration is given in Table A .7, with new DVH parameters shown in Table A .8 (supplementary material). The modified AP configuration significantly reduced V 65Gy , V 70Gy , and V 75Gy , meeting distributed protocol for all metrics except V 75Gy , at the expense of poorer dose coverage. It should be noted that these rectum doses were still significantly warmer than those achieved by AP Configurations A and C for this protocol.
A concern with this type of analysis, particularly with multiple metrics with an inherent dependence to one another, is the detection of false positives from multiple testing. Bonferroni corrections are often employed to account for this, however these corrections risk being too conservative. Just as with the median DVHs, the results presented here are illustrative of differences that arise between AP configurations for the same protocol. As the main aim of this investigation was to assess whether AP configurations could be adapted to meet these protocols, rather than document the extent that these plans differ, it was decided by the authors not to proceed with multiple testing procedures.
A limitation of this study is the lack of qualitative assessment from an experienced radiation oncologist to assess the clinical acceptability of treatment plans developed from the modified AP configurations. As this was an investigation assessing whether AP configurations could be adapted between centres to meet local protocol, quantitative analysis only was proposed. Future work investigating improvements in treatment plan quality through sharing of multiple centre's AP configurations would require such a qualitative assessment.
Automated treatment planning for prostate radiotherapy is a high interest field, with multiple studies investigating implementation of knowledge-based [22, 23, 29] and template derived [21] treatment planning protocols. Investigations validating the use of RapidPlan (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, USA) have demonstrated the feasibility of sharing models across multiple centres [10, 11] . This study provides further evidence for the viability of sharing clinical protocols and training datasets to aid template based automatic treatment planning of prostate cancer.
Through the distribution of clinical protocols and three patient training datasets centres were able to adapt local AP configurations to satisfy other centre's protocols. This study shows that AP configurations are readily adaptable to different prostate radiotherapy protocols, and provides a methodology for the sharing of AP configurations across centres to assist efficient implementation and increased uptake of AP in the clinic for the benefit of patients. Future work can then investigate adapting and improving local AP configurations based on the collaboration of multiple centre's configurations.
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